
 

 

 

Treaty of Mutual Recognition 

between 

the Republic of Upper Shwartz Morgen Lorgen Land 

and the Cheskgariyan-Litvanian Commonwealth 

signed on the 20 day of April 2021 

Article 1 

This treaty states the official relation between the Republic of Upper Shwartz Morgen 

Lorgen Land and the Crown of the Kingdom of Cheskgariya and the Grand Duchy of 

Litvania (the Cheskgariyan-Litvanian Commonwealth) and the mutual recognition as 

Sovereign and Free Micronations. 

Article 2 

The Republic of Upper Shwartz Morgen Lorgen Land and the Cheskgariyan-Litvanian 

Commonwealth undertake to extend their corporate and cultural relations, 

supporting each other in foreign policy, unless there is state of conflict based on the 

own fundamental principles. 

Article 3 

Both parties agree to publically make this known on webpages, social media and (if 

applicable) in traditional media such as newspapers, TV, radio. 

Article 4 

Both states acknowledge these relationships to be built on co-operation and perpetual 

peace between each state, and that the independent citizens of both nations respect 

and recognize the sovereignty, laws, and conventions of the other. 

Article 5 

This Treaty envisages the existence of mutually beneficial contacts and 

collaborations, development of bilateral dialogue in cultural, social and humanitarian 

fields. Agreements, stating the conditions of such contacts and collaborations, can be 

signed independently or as an addition to this Treaty. 

 

 



 

 

 

Article 6 

Both parties declare that they will inform each other about Polish micronations 

known to them in Poland and abroad. Together, they will strengthen cooperation 

between Poles. 

Article 7 

This Treaty is signed for an unlimited period of time, but can be terminated by both 

parties’ agreement. 

Article 8 

This treaty shall formally come into effect immediately after the treaty has been 

ratified by the governments of the two parties, and it can be dissolved by either party 

with prior notification, not later than two weeks before the planned date of 

dissolution.  

 

Signatories: 

His Excellency Adrian Wojtasz 

President of the Republic of GSMLL  

 

 

 

 

His Royal Majesty Christian I 

King of Cheskgariya 

 

His Royal Highness Frederick I 

Grand Duke of Litvania 

 


